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ABSTRACT We present a new �xpoint theorem which guarantees theexistence and the �nite computability of the least common solution of acountable system of recursive equations over a wellfounded domain. Thefunctions are only required to be increasing and delay-monotone, the latterbeing a property much weaker than monotonicity. We hold that wellfound-edness is a natural condition as it guarantees termination of every �xpointcomputation algorithm. Our �xpoint theorem covers, under the wellfound-edness condition, all the known `synchronous' versions of �xpoint theorems.To demonstrate its power and versatility we contrast an application in dataow analysis, where known versions are applicable as well, to a practicallyrelevant application in program optimization, which due to its second or-der e�ects, requires the full strength of our new theorem. In fact, the newtheorem is central for establishing the optimality of the partial dead codeelimination algorithm considered, which is implemented in the new releaseof the Sun SPARCompiler4 language systems.Keywords: Data Flow Analysis, Program Optimization, Fixpoint Computation,Second Order E�ect, Non-monotone Function, Chaotic Iteration, Partial DeadCode Elimination, Code Motion, Workset Algorithm.
4SPARCompiler is a registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc., and is li-censed exclusively to Sun Microsystems, Inc.



Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 11 Motivation and Related WorkMany practically relevant problems in computer science can be charac-terized by means of the least common solution of a system of recursiveequations x = f1(x)...x = fn(x)where F=df ffk : D ! D j 1 � k � ng is a family of monotone functionson a wellfounded partial order hD;vi . Solving this system of equations isequivalent to the computation of a �xpoint of F , i.e. a common �xpointx = fk(x) of all fk . A typical iteration algorithm starts with the initialvalue ? , the smallest element of D , and successively updates the value ofx applying the functions fk in an arbitrary order, so as to approximate theleast �xpoint of F . People speak of a chaotic iteration.The origin of �xpoint theorems in computer science dates back to thefundamental work of Tarski [20]. Tarski's theorem considers a monotonefunction and guarantees the existence of its least �xpoint with respect to acomplete partial order. This setup, however, turned out to be too restric-tive for a lot of practically relevant applications which led to a number ofgeneralizations. See [14] for a survey of the history of �xpoint theory.Vector iteration [18] provides such a generalization, where one computesthe least �xpoint ~x = (x1; : : : ; xm) 2 Dm of a monotone vector function~f =(f1; : : : ; fm) . Liberalizing Tarski's iteration ~x0 = ~?; ~x1 = ~f (~x0); ~x2 =~f (~x1); : : : , where ~xi denotes the value of ~x after the i-th iteration, one maychoose ~x0 = ~?; ~x1 = ~fJ0 (~x0); ~x2 = ~fJ1 (~x1); : : : , where Ji � f1; : : : ; ng andthe k-th component ~fJi (~xi)k of ~fJi (~xi) is fk(~xi) if k 2 Ji and ~xki otherwise.Intuitively, at each step i the set Ji denotes the indices k of the componentswhich are updated. It is known that a fairness condition for the Ji , whichguarantess that every function fk is considered su�ciently often, is manda-tory. Considering the vectors ~x as objects and the update operations ~fJ asfunctions, we have a clear instance of the chaotic iteration above (see alsoSection 3). Recent contributions to �xpoint theory provide e�cient strate-gies for vector iteration, e.g. by using demand driven evaluation strategies(cf. [22, 8]).The vector approach has been further generalized towards asynchronousiterations [1, 3, 21, 23], where ~fJi may use components of a choice of earliervectors ~xj , where j � i , of the iteration.Despite its power the vector iteration approach turns out to be too restric-tive in two aspects. First, the functions involved in the �xpoint iterationmay be such that they cannot be regarded as components of a single func-



2 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�ention f . To our knowledge, the only serious attack to this problem hasbeen made by P. and R. Cousot [5]. The common �xpoints of a familyF =df (fk)k2Nof monotonic functions are described by iterations, giventhat each pair fk , fk0 commutes: fk(fk0(x)) = fk0(fk(x)) for all x 2 D .Second, and even worse, program transformations may have second ordere�ects (cf. Rosen, Wegman and Zadeck [19]). Typically, program transfor-mations are not idempotent; one transformation may have a strong impacton the pro�tability of another transformation; often the transformationfunctions involved are no longer monotone. Then none of the known �x-point theorems apply.In this paper we o�er a new �xpoint theorem which does not require mono-tonicity. Given d v d0 , monotonicity amounts to show fk(d) v fk(d0) . In-stead, we allow that the expression fk(d0) may be replaced by fj(d0) forany j , and even by some arbitrary composition of functions applied to d0 .If the functions are increasing, i.e. x v fk(x) holds for all k 2 N , this taskbecomes the easier to solve, the longer the compositions are.We require only two very weak conditions for technical convenience.First, we require that the underlying domain is wellfounded, a conditionwhich is reasonable in practice, because it means termination of the itera-tion. In fact we are con�dent that wellfoundedness is not essential if one cana�ord nontermination. Second, we require that all functions in F are in-creasing. This requirement is not really restrictive, as we show in Sections 2and 3.Our �xpoint theorem is applicable to arbitrary countable families offunctions F=df ffk : D ! D j k 2 Ng on wellfounded partial orders hD;vi:Under the above mentioned premises our theorem guarantees the existenceof a least common �xpoint of F , which is reached eventually by any fairchaotic iteration (cf. De�nition 2.1).The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We present the new�xpoint theorem in Section 2. In Section 3 we show that vector iterationsare a special case of chaotic iterations. Section 4 demonstrates the powerof our theorem by applying it to a classical data ow analysis algorithm,and by treating a problem beyond the scope of classical �xpoint theorems:the proof of the optimality of a program optimization for partial dead codeelimination [12], which is composed of program transformations having sec-ond order e�ects. This algorithm is implemented in Version 4.0 of the SunSPARCompiler language systems, which underlines the practical relevanceof the new �xpoint theorem. Section 5 contains our conclusions and direc-tions to future work. Finally, the appendix contains all technical proofs ofthe paper.



Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 32 The Fixpoint TheoremIn this section, we present our new �xpoint theorem, which guarantess un-der certain premises that a family of functions, F =df (fk)k2N, has a leastcommon �xpoint �F , together with a corresponding `generic' terminatingalgorithm. This requires the following basic notions.A partial order hD;vi is a set D together with a reexive, antisymmetric,and transitive binary relation v �D �D . A sequence (di)i2Nof elementsdi 2 D is called an (ascending) chain if 8i 2 N: di v di+1 . A chainT =df (di)i2Nis stationary if fdi j i 2 Ng is �nite. The partial order relationv is called wellfounded if every chain is stationary. A function f : D ! Don D is increasing if d v f(d) for all d 2 D , and monotone if 8d; d0 2D: d v d0) f(d) v f(d0) . If F =df (fk)k2Nis a family of functions ands = (s1; : : : ; sn) 2 N� then fs is de�ned by the composition fs=df fsn �� � � � fs1 .The following notions are central for dealing with �xpoint iterations ofa family of functions.De�nition 2.1 (Strategy, Chaotic Iteration Sequence, Fairness)Let hD;vi be a partial order and F =df (fk)k2Nbe a family of increasingfunctions fk : D ! D . A strategy is any function  : N! N . A strategy and an element d 2 D induce a chaotic iteration f (d) = (di)i2Nofelements di 2 D inductively de�ned by d0 = d and di+1 = f(i)(di) . Astrategy  is called fair i�8i; k 2 N: (fk(di) 6= di implies 9j > i: dj 6= di)Fixpoint theorems usually require that the considered functions are mono-tone. In practice, however, functions are often not monotone, but satisfythe following weaker notion.De�nition 2.2 (Delay-Monotonicity)Let hD;vi be a partial order and F =df (fk)k2Nbe a family of functionsfk : D ! D . Then F is called delay-monotone, if for all k 2 N:d v d0 implies 9s 2 N�: fk(d) v fs(d0)If every fk is a monotone function in the usual sense, then F is delay-monotone. Note that delay-monotonicity does in general not carry over toproper subsets of F .Now, we are prepared for our main result, which, in particular, yieldsthat F f(?) is independent of the choice of  .Theorem 2.3 (Chaotic Fixpoint Iterations)Let hD;vi be a wellfounded partial order with least element ? , let F be adelay-monotone family (fk)k2Nof increasing functions, and let  : N! N



4 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�end := ?;while 9 k 2 N: d 6= fk(d) dochoose k 2 N where d @ fk(d) ind := fk(d)niodFIGURE 1. The Nondeterministic Skeleton Algorithmbe a fair strategy. Then the least common �xpoint �F of F exists andis given by Ff (?) . In particular, �F is always reached within a �nitenumber of iteration steps.Note that the following counterexample shows that \increasing" is es-sential. Let ? @ a , and f1(?)= f1(a)=? , f2(?)= f2(a)= a , i.e. bothfunctions are monotone, but f1 is not increasing. Indeed, f1 and f2 haveno common �xpoints.Theorem 2.3 suggests an iterative strategy for computing the least �x-point of F . One de�nes (i) at step i during the run of the algorithm.Whenever di is not yet a �xpoint of F , i.e. there is some k 2 N wherefk(di) is strictly greater than di , one chooses (i) = k for an arbitrarysuch k . This idea is illustrated in the nondeterministic skeleton algorithmpresented in Figure 1.3 Special Case: Vector IterationsLet hC;vCi be a wellfounded partial order and D = Cn for some n 2N , ordered by the pointwise extension v of vC . Now let f : D ! Dbe a monotone function. Instead of iterating d1 = f(?); d2 = f(d1); : : :according to Tarski's theorem, one may pass over to a dissection of f toits components, fk , i.e. f(d) = (f1(d); : : : ; fn(d)) and perform selectiveupdates. Here and in the sequel we use an upper index i at a vector oflength n to select its i-th component. A vector iteration is an iteration ofthe form d1 = fJ0 (?); d2 = fJ1 (d1); : : : , where Ji � f1; : : : ; ng andfJ (d)i=df � f i(d) if i 2 Jdi otherwiseperforms a selective update of the components speci�ed by J . The setof common �xpoints of the function family F =df ffJ j J � f1; : : : ; ngg isequal to the set of �xpoints of f . Note that each fJ is monotone since f ismonotone.



Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 5Now let us demonstrate that the vector approach is modelled conve-niently in our setting. To this end, we generalize the notion of a strategy tothat of a set strategy. A set strategy is any function  : N! P(f1; : : : ; ng) .The intended meaning being that (i) yields a set Ji of indices in f1; : : : ; ngof components to be updated at step i . A set strategy is called fair, i�8i 2 N; J � N:(fJ(di) 6= di implies 9j > i: dj 6= di)The following result shows that for a monotone vector function f , everychaotic iteration sequence is a chain, i.e. a totally ordered subset of D .Lemma 3.1 (Vector Iterations)Let hC;vCi be a wellfounded partial order with least element ?C , letn 2 N , and let D = Cn be ordered by the pointwise extension vof vC . Let f = (f1; : : : ; fn) be a monotone function on D , and letF =df ffJ j J � f1; : : : ; ngg , where the functions fJ : D ! D are de-�ned as above, and let  : N! P(f1; : : : ; ng) be a set strategy. Then everychaotic iteration f(?) is a chain.Without loss of generality we may assume that D is the smallest set thatcontains ? and is closed under F andF . Then increasingness means exactlythat every iteration yields a chain. In other words, for vector iterations theincreasingness property is no real restriction.The following corollary is a special case of Theorem 2.3 for vector it-erations and a consequence of Lemma 3.1. In particular, if jFj = 1 ourcorollary reduces to Tarski's theorem [20] in the case of wellfounded partialorders.Corollary 3.2 (Chaotic Vector Iterations)Let hC;vCi be a wellfounded partial order with least element ?C , let n 2N , and let D = Cn be ordered by the pointwise extension v of vC . Let f =(f1; : : : ; fn) be a monotone function on D , let F=df ffJ j J � f1; : : : ; ngg,and let  be a fair set strategy. Then F f (?) is the least �xpoint �F of F .In particular, �F = �f , and �F is always reached within a �nite numberof iteration steps.4 ApplicationsIn this section, we demonstrate our Fixpoint Theorem 2.3 by proving thecorrectness and termination of a workset algorithm for data ow analysis,and by establishing terminating optimal program optimization on the basisof program transformations with second order e�ects. Whereas the �rst ap-plication can already be handled by Corollary 3.2, which reects the scopeof classical vector iteration approaches as they are common in practice,the second application requires the full strength of our main Theorem 2.3



6 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�ensince the component transformations of the optimization, the algorithmfor partial dead code elimination of [12], are not even monotone on therelevant domain. Here, the new theorem is central for establishing the op-timality of this algorithm, which is implemented in Version 4.0 of the SunSPARCompiler language systems.4.1 Data Flow Analysis: Workset AlgorithmsData ow analysis (DFA) is concerned with the static analysis of programsin order to support the generation of e�cient object code by \optimizing"compilers (cf. [7, 16]). For imperative languages, it provides informationabout the program states that may occur at a given program point duringexecution. Usually, this information is computed by means of some iterativeworkset algorithm, which can elegantly be modelled by the vector iterationapproach.In DFA and program optimization (cf. Section 4.2) it is common torepresent programs as directed ow graphs G = (N;E; s; e) with nodeset N and edge set E . Nodes n 2 N represent the statements, edges(n;m) 2 E the nondeterministic branching structure of the program underconsideration, and s and e the unique start node and end node of G ,which are assumed to possess no predecessors and successors, respectively.Moreover, predG(n)=df fm j (m;n) 2 E g and succG(n)=df fm j (n;m) 2E g denote the set of all immediate predecessors and successors of a noden , respectively. Finally, every node n 2 N is assumed to lie on a path froms to e , i.e. every node n 2 N is reachable from s , and e is reachablefrom every node n 2 N .Theoretically wellfounded are DFAs that are based on abstract inter-pretation (cf. [4, 15]). The point of this approach is to replace the \full"semantics of a program by a simpler more abstract version, which is tai-lored to deal with a speci�c problem. Usually, the abstract semantics isspeci�ed by means of a local semantic functional[[ ]] : N! (C!C)which gives abstract meaning to every program statement in terms of amonotone (or even continuous) transformation function on a wellfoundedpartial order hC;vi with least element ? , whose elements express theDFA-information of interest.Given a program G and a local abstract semantics [[ ]] , the goal of DFAis to annotate the program points of G with DFA-information that prop-erly reect the run-time behaviour of G with respect to the problem underconsideration. Formally, this annotation is de�ned by the least solution ofEquation System 4.1 which speci�es the consistency between pre-conditionsof the statements of G expressed in terms of C with respect to some startinformation c0 2 C . This annotation is known as the solution of the mini-mal �xpoint (MFP) approach in the sense of Kam and Ullman [9].



Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 7pre[s] := c0;forall n 2 Nnfsg do pre[n] := ? od;workset := N ;while workset 6= ; dochoose n 2 workset inworkset := worksetnfn g;new := pre[n]t Ff[[m ]](pre[m]) jm 2 predG(n)g;if new A pre[n] thenpre[n] := new ;workset := workset [ succG(n)�niod FIGURE 2. A Workset AlgorithmEquation System 4.1pre(n) = � c0 if n = sFf [[m ]](pre(m)) jm 2 predG(n) g otherwiseIn practice, the MFP -solution, which we denote by prec0 , is computed bymeans of some iterative workset algorithm (see Figure 2).We show that termination and correctness in this approach are a con-sequence of Corollary 3.2. To begin with, let G = (N;E; s; e) be the owgraph under consideration, and let [[ ]] : N! (C!C) be a local abstractsemantics, such that all semantic functions are monotone. Without loss ofgenerality we identify in the following the set of nodes of N with the setof natural numbers f1; : : : ; ng , where n denotes the number of nodes ofN .Now let us de�ne D=df Cn equipped with the pointwise extension of v .One easily veri�es that D is a wellfounded partial order. A value d =(d1; : : : ; dn) represents an annotation of the ow graph where the value dkis assigned to node k .For every node k of the ow graph we de�ne a function fk : D!C byfk(d1; : : : ; dn)=df d0kwhere d0k = dk t Gf[[m ]](dm) jm 2 predG(k)gIntuitively, fk describes the e�ect of a computation of the local semanticsat node k . The following lemma states that the DFA problem is modelledcorrectly.



8 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�enLemma 4.2 For all d 2 D we have: d is a solution of Equation System4.1 if and only if d is a �xpoint of f=df (f1; : : : ; fn) .The workset algorithm of Figure 2 follows the general pattern of the non-deterministic skeleton algorithm of Figure 1 with F = fffkg j 1 � k �ng . It pro�ts from a set workset of indices which satis�es the invariant:workset � fk j ffkg(d) 6= dg . One easily veri�es that f is monotone.Hence, the premises of Corollary 3.2 are satis�ed and we obtain the follow-ing theorem.Theorem 4.3 (Correctness and Termination)Every run of the workset algorithm terminates with the MFP -solutionprec0 .4.2 Program Optimization: Partial Dead Code EliminationIn this section, we demonstrate an application of the Chaotic Fixpoint It-eration Theorem 2.3 in program optimization by proving the optimality ofthe partial dead code elimination algorithm of [12]. Intuitively, an assign-ment in a program is dead if its left hand side variable is dead immediatelyafter its execution, i.e. if on every program continuation reaching the endof the program the �rst use of this variable is preceded by a rede�nitionof it. Correspondingly, an assignment is partially dead , if it is dead alongsome program paths reaching the end of the program.Conceptually, the elimination of partially dead occurrences of an assign-ment pattern � (for short: partially dead �-occurrences) can be decom-posed into two steps. First, moving them as far as possible in the directionof the control ow, and second, removing all dead �-occurrences. In orderto preserve the program semantics, both the sinking and the eliminationsteps must be admissible. This is de�ned in full detail in [12]. Therefore,we restrict the presentation here to those parts that are essential for The-orem 2.3.The relevance of Theorem 2.3 for partial dead code elimination stemsfrom the fact that assignment sinking and elimination steps in general havesecond order e�ects, i.e. they usually enable assignment sinking and elim-ination steps for other assignment patterns. For example, eliminating thepartially dead occurrences of some assignment pattern is often the premisethat occurrences of other assignment patterns can be eliminated at all.In [12] this is taken care of by repeatedly applying admissible assignmentsinking and elimination steps to the assignment patterns of the argumentprogram until the program stabilizes, i.e. until a �xpoint is reached. Thecorrectness of this iterative approach is a consequence of Theorem 2.3, aswe show in the remainder of this section, where we consider an arbitrary,but �xed program G .For a program G0 , we write G0 `se G00 if the ow graph G00 results from



Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 9G0 by applying an admissible assignment sinking or elimination transfor-mation. We denote the set of all admissible assignment sinking and deadcode elimination functions by S and E , respectively. Additionally, we ab-breviate S [ E by T . It consists of all functions fG1;G2 : G!G de�nedby 8G0 2 G: fG1;G2(G0)=df � G2 if G0=G1G0 otherwisewhere G1; G2 2 G and G1 `se G2 . We also write G0 `fse G00 for f(G0)=G00 .Then, G=df fG0 j G `�se G0 gdenotes the universe of programs resulting from G by partial dead codeelimination.In order to compare the quality of di�erent programs in G , we introducethe relation \better" between programs of G . Note that this relation isreexive. In fact, at least as good would be the more precise but ugliernotion.De�nition 4.4 (Optimality)1. Let G0; G00 2 G . Then G0 is better than G00 , in signs G00 @� G0 , ifand only if for every assignment pattern � and every program path pleading from the start node to the end node of the argument programthere are at most as many occurrences of � in G0 as in G00 .12. G� 2 G is optimal if and only if G� is better than any other programin G .It is easy to check that the relation @� is reexive, transitive, and well-founded. Unfortunately, it is not antisymmetric. Hence, there may be sev-eral programs being optimal in the sense of De�nition 4.4. In order to applyTheorem 2.3, we thus consider the partial order `�se instead of @� , but wereconsider the relation @� , subsequently (cf. Theorem 4.13).In addition to S and E , we de�ne the set of maximal assignment sinkingsand eliminations, which are the functions involved in the partial dead codeelimination algorithm of [12]. A function fG1;G2 2 S (E) is called maximal ,if for all functions fG1;G3 2 S (E) there is a function fG3 ;G2 2 T satisfyingfG1;G2 = fG3;G2 � fG1 ;G3 . The set of all maximal sinking and eliminationfunctions are denoted by Smax and Emax , respectively, and T max � Tdenotes the union of Smax and Emax . Finally, we denote the set of (max-imal) admissible assignment sinkings and eliminations with respect to anassignment pattern � by T� and T max� . As a �rst result we obtain the1Partial dead code elimination preserves the branching structure of the argumentprogram. Hence, starting from a path in G , we can easily identify corresponding pathsin G0 and G00 .



10 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�enDominance Lemma 4.5, which follows immediately from the de�nitions ofT max� and T� .Lemma 4.5 (Dominance)Let G1 2 G , let f 2 T max� and g 2 T� be corresponding functions, i.e. bothsinking or both elimination functions, let G1 `gse G2 , and let G1 `fse G3 .Then we have: G2 `se G3 . In particular: G3 6= G1 if G2 6= G1 .The next lemma can be proven by a straightforward induction on thelength of a derivation sequence. The point for proving the induction stepis that a program resulting from a transformation of T is at least as goodas its argument with respect to @� . It is in the same equivalence classafter sinking and trivial elimination steps, i.e. elimination steps where noassignment occurrence has been eliminated; and it is better otherwise. Thisfollows immediately from the constraints that are satis�ed by admissibleassignment sinkings and eliminations.Lemma 4.6 We have: G0 `�se G00 ) G0@�G00In other words, Lemma 4.6 says `�se� @� . From the wellfoundedness of@� and the de�nitions of `se and T max we immediately conclude:Lemma 4.7 (Wellfoundedness and Increasingness)1. The relation `�se is wellfounded.2. All functions f 2 T max are increasing.Next, we show that T is delay-monotone. This proof is supported bythe following lemma, whose �rst part is a consequence of the fact thateliminating dead assignment occurrences does not reanimate other deadassignment occurrences, and whose second part is a consequence of theadmissibility of g and a simple program transformation supposed in [12]which is typical for code motion transformations (cf. [6, 10, 11, 19]), namelyto insert in every edge leading from a node with more than one successorto a node with more than one predecessor a new `synthetic' node.Lemma 4.8 Let G1; G2; G3 2 G , and g; h 2 T with G1 `gse G2 andG1 `hse G3 .1. If g 2 E� , and occ an �-occurrence occurring both in G1 and G2 ,then we have: If occ is dead in G1 , then it is dead in G2 .2. If g; h 2 S� , occ an �-occurrence that has been moved by g intoa node n of G2 with more than one predecessor, and occ0 an �-occurrence that has been moved by h into a predecessor m of n ,then we have: occ is dead in n i� occ0 is dead in m .Additionally, we have:
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Fig. 3. Commuting DiagramLemma 4.9 Let G1; G2 2 G , let g 2 T , f 2 T max , and let �; � 2 APbe two di�erent assignment patterns. Then we have:1. If f; g 2 E , then there are transformations f 0; g0 2 E such that thediagram in Figure 3 commutes.2. If f; g 2 S , then there are transformations f 0; g0 2 S such that thediagram in Figure 3 commutes.3. If g 2 E� and f 2 S� , then there are transformations g0 2 E� andf 0 2 S� such that the diagram in Figure 3 commutes.4. If g 2 S� and f 2 E� , then there are transformations g0 2 S� andf 0 2 E� such that the diagram in Figure 3 commutes.Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.9 allow us to establish the following lemma,which is the key for proving the delay-monotonicity of T .Lemma 4.10 (Main Lemma)8 g 2 T : G1 `gse G2 ) 8 f 2 T 9 f1; : : : ; fn 2 T : f(G1) `�se fn�: : :�f1(G2)The following theorem states the desired delay-monotonicity result. Thereasoning closely resembles the classical Newman Lemma [17], saying thatconuence follows from local conuence if the given relation is wellfounded.Note that monotonicity does not hold.Lemma 4.11 (Delay-Monotonicity)T is delay-monotone, i.e.8 f 2 T : G0 `�se G00 ) 9 f1; : : : ; fn 2 T : f(G0) `�se fn � : : : � f1(G00) :Finally, we have to show that the set of common �xpoints of T max andT coincide. Central for proving this result is the Dominance Lemma 4.5.Moreover, we have to check that the �xpoints of T are maximal in G .



12 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�enTheorem 4.12 (Fixpoint Characterization)1. G0 2 G is a �xpoint of the functions in T if and only if G0 is a�xpoint of the functions in T max .2. G0 2 G is a �xpoint of the functions in T if and only if G0 ismaximal in G .Collecting our results we have: `�se is a wellfounded (Lemma 4.7(1)) com-plete partial order on G , whose least element is G itself; all functionsf 2 T max are increasing (Lemma 4.7(2)) and T is delay-monotone withrespect to `�se (Lemma 4.11). Hence, Theorem 2.3 is applicable.Moreover, the function families T max and T have the same common�xpoints (Theorem 4.12(1)), and all of their �xpoints are maximal in `�se(Theorem 4.12(2)).Combining these results and applying Lemma 4.6 we obtain that thereexists a terminating optimal program transformation [12]:Theorem 4.13 (Optimal Partial Dead Code Elimination)G has (up to local reorderings in basic blocks) a unique optimal element(with respect to @�) which can be computed by any fair sequence of functionapplications from T max .We remark that the optimality of the partial faint code elimination al-gorithm which is also introduced in [12] as well as the optimality of thealgorithm for the uniform elimination of partially redundant expressionsand assignments in [13] can be proven in exactly the same fashion.5 ConclusionsWe have presented a new �xpoint theorem, which gives a su�cient condi-tion for the existence and computability of the least common �xpoint of afamily of functions on a wellfounded partial order. The point of this theo-rem is that for wellfounded partial orders the usual monotonicity conditioncan be substantially weakened. This allows us to capture a new and inter-esting class of practically relevant applications. To characterize this class,we discussed applications in data ow analysis and program optimization.Whereas the �rst application could still be treated by the known �xpointtheorems, the second application requires the generalization developed inthis paper. Our new theorem is the key for proving the optimality of the par-tial dead code elimimation algorithm of [12], which is implemented in thenew release of the Sun SPARCompiler language systems. Moreover, as ourtheorem only requires delay-monotonicity, a property being weaker thanmonoticity, algorithm designers gain greater exibility in the constructionprocess than in the classical setup.
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Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 15AppendixProof of the New Fixpoint Theorem 2.3Proof: The wellfoundedness of v , the increasingness of the functions ofF , and the fairness of the strategy directly imply that F f (?) is a �xpointand that it is reached in a �nite number of iteration steps. Thus, we areleft with showing that F f (?) is a lower bound for every common �xpointof F . Let � be an arbitrary �xed point of F , i.e. fk(�) = � for all fk 2 Fand, as a consequence, fs(�) = � for all s 2 N� . For (di)i2N= f (?)we show di v � for all i 2 N by induction on i . For i = 0 , we haved0 = ? v � . The induction step, di+1 = f(i)(di) v fs(�) = � for somes 2 N� , then follows from the induction hypothesis di v � and delay-monotonicity. Hence di v � for all i and so F f(?) v � by de�nition ofF . �Proof of Lemma 3.1Proof: Let  be an arbitrary set strategy on f1; : : : ; ng , and (di)i2Nbeits induced chaotic iteration starting from ?=df (?C; : : : ;?C) . We haveto show 8i 2 N: di v di+1 :The proof is by induction on i . Let J =df (i) . By de�nition of fJ theproperty 8 k 2 f1; : : : ; ngnJ 8 d 2 D: fJ (d)k = dkholds. Therefore, it su�ces to show dki vC fk(di)k for all k 2 J . The casedki = ?C is trivial. Otherwise, dki must have been updated in an earlierstep. More precisely, dki = f(j)(dj)k where j is the greatest index j < isuch that k 2 (j) . By induction hypothesis for each j0 = j; : : : ; i� 1 , weobtain dj0 v dj0+1 , from which dj v di follows by transitivity of v . Bymonotonicity of f(j) , we have dki = f(j)(dj)k vC f(j)(di)k = fk(di) =fJ (di)k = dki+1 , and the proof is done. �Proof of Lemma 4.9For f 2 E� , let elim�(f;G0) denote the set of �-occurrences in G0 thatare eliminated by f .Proof: The �rst part of Lemma 4.9 is proven by investigating two cases:(1a) g; f 2 E� , (1b) g 2 E� , f 2 E�



16 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�enIn case (1a) the maximality of f guarantees elim�(g;G1) � elim�(f;G1) .We obtain that all �-occurrences in elim�(f;G1)nelim�(g;G1) are deadin G2 by Lemma 4.8(1). Hence, there is a transformation in E , whicheliminates all �-occurrences in elim�(f;G1)nelim�(g;G1) in G2 . Choosingthis transformation as f 0 , and an arbitrary function of T max leaving G3invariant as g0 , we get G2 `f 0se G4and, therefore, as desired G3 `g0se G3=G4 :In case (1b) Lemma 4.8(1) yields that elim�(g;G1) and elim�(f;G1)are subsets of the sets of dead �- and �-occurrences in G3 and G2 ,respectively. Hence, there are transformations in E which eliminate all �-occurrences of elim�(g;G1) in G3 and all �-occurrences of elim�(f;G1) inG2 . Choosing these transformations as g0 and f 0 , respectively, we obtainas desired G2 `f 0se G4 and G3 `g0se G4Similarly to the proof of the �rst part of Lemma 4.9, two cases havealso to be considered in the proof of its second part: (2a) g; f 2 S� , (2b)g 2 S� , f 2 S�In case (2a) the Dominance Lemma 4.5 yields the existence of an admis-sible assignment sinking f 0 2 S , which directly transforms G2 into G3 .Thus, by choosing an arbitrary function of T max leaving G3 invariant asg0 , we succeed in this case.In order to prove case (2b) consider the program G02 , which resultsfrom G2 by reinserting all �-occurrences that have been moved by g . LetG04 be the program which results from the maximal �-sinking to G02 , i.e.G02 `fse G04 , and let G4 result from G04 by eliminating the reinserted �-occurrences. Obviously, there is a transformation f 0 2 S� , which directlytransforms G2 into G4 . The admissibility of g implies that G2 and G4are identical except for �-occurrences. Thus, interchanging the roles of �and � and applying the same construction to G3 , we get the existence ofa transformation g0 2 S� , which transforms G3 into G4 . This completesthe proof of case (2b).The remaining two parts of Lemma 4.9 can now be proven along theproof lines of part (2) by additionally applying Lemma 4.8(1). �Proof of the Main Lemma 4.10Proof: Let �; � 2 AP be di�erent assignment patterns. Then the MainLemma 4.10 is proven by investigating the following cases:



Non-monotone Fixpoint Iterations to Resolve Second Order E�ects 171. g; f 2 E2. g; f 2 S 3. g 2 E� , f 2 S�4. g 2 S� , f 2 E�5. g 2 E� , f 2 S�6. g 2 S� , f 2 E�Applying the Dominance Lemma 4.5 we can assume without loss of gen-erality that f is maximal, i.e. f 2 T max . The �rst four cases are thenimmediate consequences of the corresponding parts of Lemma 4.9. Thus,we are left with the cases (5) and (6), which both can be proven in thesame fashion. Thus, we only present the proof of case (5).In the situation of case (5) let G02 be the program, which results fromG2 by reinserting a labelled version of all �-occurrences that have beeneliminated by g . Due to the labelling the reinserted �-occurrences canbe distinguished from the remaining ones. In G02 , we assume that onlyunlabelled �-occurrences can be subject to assignment sinkings; however,all �-occurrences, i.e. labelled or not, are considered to block the sinking of�-occurrences, i.e. no �-occurrence can sink across a labelled or unlabelled�-occurrence in G02 . Now we choose the uniquely determined maximal�-sinking and �-elimination as f1 and f2 , respectively, and denote theprogram resulting from the subsequent application of f1 and f2 to G02by G04 . By eliminating all labelled �-occurrences in G04 we obtain theprogram G4 . Of course, f1 and f2 have corresponding functions in Twhich directly transform G2 into G4 . Thus, in order to complete the proofof case (5), it is su�cient to show that a maximal �-elimination transformsG3 into G4 as well. The point here is that due to the reinsertion of �-occurrences eliminated by g , G02 has precisely the same `�-blockades' asG1 . Hence, on join-free paths, i.e. on paths where no node has more thanone predecessor, (unlabelled) �-occurrences in G02 have precisely the samesinking potential as their corresponding occurrences in G1 . Only on pathscontaining join-nodes the sinking potential can be di�erent: In G02 an �-occurrence occ can be blocked in a predecessor n of a join-node j , becausethere is a brother m of n ,2 to which no �-occurrence is sinkable; in G1 ,however, the same �-occurrence can successfully be sunk into j , becausesome of the �-occurrences eliminated by g in G1 are sinkable to m . It isworth noting that the �-occurrence is dead in j and never becomes liveagain. Hence, it is eliminated by the subsequent application of f2 . This,however, holds for the �-occurrence blocked in the predecessor n of j aswell, since it is dead according to Lemma 4.8(2). Combining these resultswe obtain as desired that maximal �-elimination transforms G3 into G4 .� 2The set of brothers of a node n is given by Sfpred(m) jm 2 succ(n)g .



18 Geser, Knoop, L�uttgen, R�uthing, Ste�enProof of Theorem 4.12Proof: Since (2) holds trivially, we only prove (1). The �rst implication,\)" , is a simple consequence of T max � T . The second implication,\( " , is proven by showing the contrapositive. Without loss of generality,we can assume g 2 T�nT max� and G0 `gse G00 with G00 6= G0 . Now, letf 2 T max� be the uniquely determined function f of T max� correspondingto g . Then the Dominance Lemma 4.5 yields as desired that the programresulting from the application of f to G0 is di�erent from G0 . �


